The pulse height rlefect (PHD) of a Si surface barrier detector (1000 rt-cm resistivity) has been measured with a cyclotron for elements from Kr to Au between energies of 15 to 160 MeV, and for elements from Ne to Fe between 5 and 50 HeV. A simple power-law formula for relating the PHD to the total energy is described. A procedure for calibrating a Si detector for the PHD from measurements for several elements has been developed and tested. This procedure reproduces the data to within the experimental error (±0.5% of the total energy). Application of the measured and calculated PHD values to another detector of similar resistivity seems to be accurate to better than 10% of the PHD. Our PHD data are also compared to an existing PHD formalism . +Present address
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Introduction
As the capability of heavy ion accelerators expands to include ·heavier and heavier nuclei at ever greater energies, a greater need develops for accurate calibration of the energy and mass non-linearity of solid state detectors. These non-linearities are defined relative to the detector response to alpha particles. In general terms, the pulse height defect (PHD) is the difference between the detector response to a heavy ion and to an alpha particle of the same energy.
(A more precise definition will be given later). The PHD for a given incident energy increases markedly with mass. For 100 MeV projectiles, the PHD is roughly 0.6% of the ion energy for Ne, 3% for Ar, 8% for·Kr, 
1-8) t e maJor contr1 ut1ng actors
. These factors can be grouped into £our categories: 1) loss of free electrons by recombination of ion pairs;
2) loss of energy in low-energy non-ionizing collisions with lattice atoms, leading to phonon excitations; 3) loss of energy in the Au entrance window and underlying surface dead layer (when it exists); and 4) loss of ·free electrons at "trapping sites" such as lattice defects or impurities .
Identification of the factors contributing to the PHD has been 7, [9] [10] [11] accompanied by attempts to reproduce each factor with model calculations. )
However, the most widely used techniques 12 • 13 ) Graafs (refs. 6,7,12) .
In the present work we present PHD measurements made at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory's 88-Inch Cyclotron. These measurements cover a larger mass and energy range than previously reported work, and use a direct irradiation technique which avoids some errors inherent in recoil scatter measurements and which provides fragments with unit atomic number and mass resolution. The experimental technique is described in section 2. In section 3 we discuss a simple, accurate power-law formula for representing the measurements, and a reliable method of deducing calibrations for a large number of elements from the measurement of the PHD for just a few. Since the cyclotron can be tuned very precisely to select one value of the charge-to-mass ratio, it provides just one specific isotope at a time to the experimental area in nearly all cases. The extremely low backgrounds obtained for several Au beams are illustrated in fig. 1 .
The ability to readily provide monoisotopic and monoenergetic beams over a broad energy and mass range makes a cyclotron a superb tool for investigating the mass, charge and energy dependence of the PHD.
Because the cyclotron parameters are known for each ion, and because no intermediate scattering in a target occurs, the true energy incident at the detector is known very accurately. The particle energy is related to its charge Q, mass M, the magnetic field B and
..
-5-and the cyclotron radius R by the uniform fie~d cyclotron equation:
. Because the magnet_ic field .varies azimuthally, the product B·R is determined empirically for a given setting of the main field and trim coil magnet currents. The same magnetic field was used in accelerating all the beams of one run. The absolute energy 19 scale was determined from parameter systematics of-the cyclotron-).
The value of the ion charge and mass were determined unequivocally , in nearly all cases from knowledge of the exact cyclotron frequency 16 and the approximate ion energy as described more fully elsewhere ).
The pulse height response of the detector to alpha particles.was
source, w Lc emLts two a p a partLc es_ of substantially different energies in its decay chain. This calibration was extrapolated to higher energies using a mercury pulser.·
The alpha particle calibration defines an "alpha energy"., E , for .the a centroid of each spectrum. The true total energy, ET, minus the energy loss E of the heavy ion in the detector window, yields the "deposited w energy", Ed. The PHD is then defined as the difference between the.
deposited energy and the alpha energy:
It should be noted that this definition of the PHD differs from that used by some other workers (e.g. ref.l2) by excluding the energy loss in the detector surface dead layer from the PHD. Because the surface dead layer thickness can be measured without great difficulty, and since it varies from one detector type. to another, it seems better to treat it separately in a general method for calibrating the PHD.
The experiments reported on in this work were performed with a single heavy ion Si surface barrier detector (ORTEC 15-016C) of 300 ].lm depletion depth and 1000 n-cm resistivity which was operated at its specified bias voltage of 150 volts. The variation of the PHD with detector . 6 7 12 type has been previously investigated extens1vely ' ' ), and due to machine time constraints we have chosen to extensively study one detector rather than to perform a more limited study of many different detectors and PHD (2) where a is the slope and b is the y-intercept of a plot of log PHD versus log Ed • The fitted slopes and y-intercepts for these four elements are
given .in Table 1 . Both the slopes and the intercepts increase with atomic number (Z) and a typical value for the slope is 0.6.
Since the data for each element cluster on separate lines, it is desirable to have a procedure for mathematically generating calibration lines for all elements from lines measured for just a few. This has been done by fitting the slope and intercept parameters of Eq. (2) to simple functions of the atomic number (Z) and mass number (A). 
The slope and the intercept calculated from Eqs. (3) or (l1) and (6) or (7) can be used in Eq. (2) to compute the PHD for any element.
As a test of the scheme, the PHD lines were calculated from Eq. ( 2) for the remaining elements in Fig. 2 . The slope and intercept were calculated from Eqs. (3) and (6) . The results, shown by the dashed lines in fig. 2 , provide good agreement with the observed PHD.
This calibration scheme is valid for elements from Ne to Au and energies from 5 to 160 MeV.
Computed PHDs from Eqs. (3) and (6) is also useful to plot the PHD versus the alpha energy, since this is an observable quantity. Equations (1) and (2) can be combined to ..
write the alpha energy in terms of the total energy as (8) Equations (2) and (8) type is probably reliable to better than 10% of the PHD.
Comparison with the Kaufman Calibration Procedure
The PHD of solid state detectors has been previously studied by Kaufman and his associates (refs. 6,7,12) over an energy range of 4.5 to 80 MeV. They included the energy loss in the detector window as part of the PHD, and fit the energy dependence of the PHD for all elements simultaneously with a 1-parameter formula. This formula relates the PHD, ~E, to the total energy, E, as 6E A 8+E l + 525 E-1.407 (9) Both the PHD and the total energy are in LSS units 9 ). The A-parameter 12 has been observed to vary ) by up to 7% from one detector to another who observed that the PHDs of the light fission fragments fell below the LSS curve on which all of the heavy fission fragment data fell. The same data for Kr, Xe and Au are shown in fig. 9 along with three curves calculated with eq. (9) for different values of the A parameter. The divergence of the data from the calculated curves is very apparent in this figure, especially at higher energies. One should note that because of the bending of the curve below the data, extrapolation to high energies with this formula will predict PHDs that are too small. On the other hand, the comparison between the predictions of our PHD calibration scheme and the low~r energy data 6 ) indicate that our scheme is useful at lower energies as well.
Summary
Use of the cyclotron as a source of monoisotopic heavy ion beams of known energy for PHD determinations of solid state detectors has been -17- generated from data presented in this paper. 
